Abstract-One of the well-known methods to share active and reactive power in microgrids (MGs) is droop control. A disadvantage of this method is that in steady state the frequency of the MG deviates from the nominal value and has to be restored using a secondary control system (SCS). The signal obtained at the output of the SCS is transmitted using a communication channel to the generation sources in the MG, correcting the frequency. However, communication channels are prone to time delays, which should be considered in the design of the SCS; otherwise, the operation of the MG could be compromised. In this paper, two new SCSs control schemes are discussed to deal with this issue: 1) a model predictive controller (MPC); and 2) a Smith predictor-based controller. The performance of both control methodologies are compared with that obtained using a conventional proportional integral-based SCS using simulation work. Stability analysis based on small signal models and participation factors is also realized. It is concluded that in terms of robustness, the MPC has better performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION
O NE OF the advantages of microgrids (MGs) is the capability of operating isolated from a main grid. To achieve this, necessarily the demanded power has to be shared between all the units in the MG [1] - [3] . The usual method to accomplish active and reactive power sharing is to use Q-V and P-f droop control algorithms [2] , [4] - [7] .
When Q-V and P-f droop control systems are used [8] , active and reactive power sharing is achieved but in steady state the system frequency and voltage are not necessarily the nominal values [2] - [4] , [9] , [10] . Therefore, a secondary control system (SCS) [2] , [11] is usually required to correct the frequency and voltage. Additionally, secondary control algorithms can be used for reactive power compensation [12] and to reduce the harmonic content of the voltage waveform [13] . In other studies, it is proposed to eliminate secondary control to restore the frequency, for instance using a smart transformer [14] (which is a rather bulky solution) or using a modified droop control which changes mainly the phase of the distributed generation resources (DGRs), without affecting much the MG frequency [15] . However, the stability issues related to this control method have not been addressed at all in any publication. Moreover, phase control is possible only when static power converters are used, because with conventional generators the inertia does not allow the implementation of this control methodology. Additional information about these control methodologies is discussed in [6] and [7] .
In general terms, SCSs can be distributed [16] - [18] or centralized [19] , [20] , with both topologies being depicted in Fig. 1 . In the centralized control strategy, the frequency is usually estimated by a phase locked loop (PLL) and compared with the reference value. A controller is used to process this error, producing a correcting signal ω s which is transmitted to all the distributed generation units in the system [see Fig. 1(a) ]. A typical distributed control distributed secondary control is shown in Fig. 1(b) , in this case each generating unit is provided with secondary control capacity in order to correct the voltage and frequency deviations of each DGR. Moreover, each DGR in Fig. 1(b) is equipped with PLLs and transducers to measure or estimated the frequency, voltage and power at the DGR point of common coupling (PCC).
Distributed SCSs have been recently proposed in [18] and [21] - [23] . However, in most of these papers some sort of centralized control system is still required. For instance, in [21] , a master/slave control system is proposed to improve the sharing of active power. In this paper, the use of a controller area network is required for the master-DGR to transmit power references and synchronizing signals to all the slave generating units (i.e., a kind of centralized control is implemented by the master-DGR). To the best of our knowledge, the only work where a highly distributed SCS is presented in [18] . However, some sort of centralized control is still required in this method for black start of the MG.
Even when the performance of the proposed distributed SCSs looks promising, the issues and problems inherent to this topology have not been fully investigated yet. Some of the issues which need to be addressed are as follows.
1) Centralized SCSs can operate using a unidirectional low bandwidth communication channel. On the other hand, in the distributed SCS proposed in [18] , each of the SCS requires information about the voltages and frequencies measured by the other DGR units at the PCC. Therefore, for a relatively large MG, the use of a high-bandwidth bidirectional communication link is mandatory. Moreover, as discussed in [21] , in some applications time synchronization signals have to be provided between the units (e.g., to coordinate the sampling of the variables). The use of these signals and the high-bandwidth required by distributed SCSs could compromise the MG robustness. 2) As discussed in [9] , the electrical frequency is a global signal in an MG. Therefore, if several controllers are regulating the grid frequency the stability of the system could be compromised. To the best of our knowledge the stability of highly distributed SCSs has not been analyzed yet. One of the reported advantages of distributed SCS is robustness in the presence of communication delays. This has been reported in [18] , considering an experimental system of two DGRs. However, with only two generating units is difficult to obtain a general conclusion, considering that each DGR has to obtain information of only one additional DGR in the system. If the MG has a large number of generating units, all of them exchanging information through the communication channel, it is likely that the impact of the communication delays is going to be much more important.
In summary as discussed in [18] , the future application of highly distributed SCSs is auspicious and they could be a good option in systems where high bandwidth bidirectional communication channels are available at a relatively low cost. However, at the present centralized controllers could be still considered more robust and reliable than distributed SCSs, particularly in MGs located in developing countries and/or rural areas where good communication infrastructure is not always available [24] . As stated in [7] , communication is crucial for centralized controllers and its failure could lead to a system collapse. Therefore, in this paper centralized DSCs, which can achieve robust performance in the presence of variable and unknown communication delays, are discussed. The communication delay is assumed between the controller and the DGRs.
One of the controllers proposed in this paper is based on a model predictive control (MPC) algorithm. Additionally a SCS based on a Smith predictor (SP) is also analyzed in this paper. The performance of these control algorithms is studied considering their dynamic response and robustness. The former is analyzed considering a MATLAB/SIMULINK model of the MG (see Fig. 2 ), with the primary control systems being implemented using synchronous rotating d-q coordinates. Stability issues are analyzed considering the system eigenvectors. The participation factor method [25] is used to determine the influence of the state variables on a particular eigenvector (or vice versa).
The control systems of the MG depicted in Fig. 2 , are shown at the bottom of that graphic. Droop control, load voltage control and current control have to be provided to both inverters. Because of simplicity, only the control systems associated with the left side voltage source inverter (VSI) are shown in Fig. 2 . The voltage and current controllers are embedded in the block labeled "inner" control.
At the bottom right of Fig. 2 , the SCS is shown. A PLL is used to estimate the MG frequency. This value is compared with the nominal frequency and the error is processed by a controller. This is further discussed in Section IV. Fig. 2 also shows the secondary voltage control loop which is considered outside the scope of this paper. Further information about voltage restoration control is presented elsewhere [6] , [7] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a brief review of droop control is realized. In Section III, the control strategies for the primary control system are briefly discussed. In Section IV, the proposed secondary control strategies are introduced and analyzed. In Section V, a closed loop analysis for stability studies is derived. In Section VI, simulation results are presented. Finally, in Section VII, an appraisal of the control methods discussed in this paper is presented at the conclusion.
II. DROOP CONTROL SYSTEM
In MGs, the sharing of active power is typically achieved by changing the phase angle between the DGR voltage outputs. This is further explained using the well-known expression
where P ij is the active power transferred from the power source "i" to the power source "j," (v i , v j ) are the voltage moduli of both power sources, δ ij is the phase angle shift between the two voltage vectors and x ij is the equivalent reactance between the two nodes in the MG. The phase angle δ ij is modified as a function of the active power supplied for each load. This is usually accomplished using droop control where the frequency is regulated using
where m pi is the droop slope, ω cf is a function of the maximum frequency deviation allowed in the system (see [11] ), normally chosen as the nominal value ω n . ω 0i is the output frequency of the ith power source, and P if is the mean power supplied to the MG by the same power source. In this paper, it is assumed that the impedance between power sources (x ij ) [see (1)] is inductive. If the impedance is not inductive some of the methods, e.g., the ones proposed in [2] , [3] , [9] , and [26] - [30] , have to be used. The analysis and discussion of these control methods are considered outside the scope of this paper and the interested reader is referred elsewhere [2] , [3] , [9] , [26] - [30] .
Using (2), the phase angle δ ij between generating units is modified according to
Therefore, if a load step is applied anywhere, e.g., at the output of the power source j, the control system of this unit will change its output frequency. Finally, in steady state, the system will settle down to a new operating point where the MG frequency is not necessarily equal to the nominal value ω n . The SCS regulates the frequency of the MG eliminating the deviation from the nominal frequency ω n which is introduced by the P-f droop control algorithm [2] , [3] , [9] .
As mentioned before, centralized SCS requires a communication channel to send a correcting signal ω s to the inverters. In this case, the output frequency of each inverter is
The SCS is usually designed with a low-control bandwidth in order to ensure decoupling from the primary control loops implemented in each power source. Otherwise, the stability of the whole system could be jeopardized.
III. PRIMARY CONTROL SYSTEM FOR THE MICROGRID
In this paper, secondary control of the MG voltage and the tertiary control level are considered outside the scope of this paper. The interested reader is referred elsewhere [2] , [6] , [7] , [24] , [31] , [32] .
A. Voltage and Current Control Systems
The current and voltage control of each VSI is shown in Fig. 3 . Each inverter has a voltage control loop implemented in d-q coordinates and orientated along the load voltage vector. The outputs of the voltage controllers are the current references i * d and i * q which are processed by the internal current control loops [33] . As it is standard practice, the current control loops are about ten times faster than the voltage control loops [34] . The electrical angle θ ei is obtained by integrating the electrical frequency of (4). In Fig. 3 , decoupling terms are included to allow decoupled design of the d and q axis voltage and current controllers. Notice that standard proportional integral (PI) controllers are used in the inner control loops, since in steady state the d-q voltages/currents are dc signals.
B. Primary Control
As mentioned before, in this paper it is assumed that the impedance between the inverters is inductive; therefore, power sharing is achieved by modifying the phase angle between the inverter voltage vectors [see (1) ] using droop control. However, before using (2), the output power P i of each inverter is filtered-out using a low-pass filter. This allows a relatively good decoupling between the droop control and the voltage/current control systems, improving the overall stability of the system.
Using the voltage and current vectors, the power can be calculated in the stationary α-β frame or synchronous rotating d-q coordinates using
where k is dependent on the abc to α-β transformation being used and the symbol stands for the inner product between the voltage and current vectors. Filtering out the power calculated from (5) is achieved using
The value of P if calculated from (6) is used in (2) . Using the output of the SCS (ω s ), the angle θ ei is calculated as
The angle θ ei is used in the vector control system of Fig. 3 to transform from α-β to d-q and vice versa.
IV. SECONDARY CONTROL SYSTEM FOR REGULATING THE MICROGRID FREQUENCY Fig. 4 shows a typical SCS implemented using a PI controller. It is assumed in this case that the communication channel has a delay of τ d seconds. It is important to highlight that, unlike the delays usually used in power electronic system (which are in the order of μs), communication delays can easily achieve values in the order of milliseconds or even tens of milliseconds [35] , [36] . The SCS usually requires a PLL to estimate the MG operating frequency ω i and a controller to process the error between the nominal frequency ω n and ω i . This is shown in Fig. 4 , where the SCS is enclosed in a dashed box.
Notice that in Fig. 4 , the dynamics of the fast primary control system are neglected. Therefore, assuming that the control systems are decoupled, the characteristic equation of the SCS is obtained as
where e −sτ d is the transfer function of the communication delay; G c is the PI controller; H is the PLL transfer function; and G p is the system plant. Using (8) and some linear design control techniques as Bode or Evan's root locus, the controller can be designed. However, the decoupling between the SCS and the primary control system can only be assumed when the SCS is well designed and tuned, i.e., (8) is only valid when ω oi (see Fig. 4 ) could be considered as an external disturbance to the SCS. Moreover, if the communication delay is uncertain and changes in a relatively large-operating range, a conventional controller (usually a PI) could not be robust enough to ensure good and stable operation of the SCS in all the operating conditions. As mentioned before, in this paper two robust control strategies are studied as alternatives to the PI controller: a PI controller enhanced with an SP, and an MPC strategy. The SCS depicted in Fig. 4 , which is based on a PI controller, is considered as the base case for this paper.
A. Controller Based on Smith Predictor
A block diagram of a PI controller enhanced with an SP is shown in Fig. 5 . The complete control system is enclosed in the dashed box at the bottom of that graphic.
To implement the SP, good estimations of the transfer functions of the plant ( G p (s) ) and delay ( G d (s) ), in a typical operating point are required.
Using Fig. 5 , the closed loop transfer function between ω i (s) and ω n (s) is
Assuming
, the transfer function of (9) is simplified to Therefore, when good estimates
, and H(s) are used, the delay e −sτ d does not affect the closed loop characteristic equation [i.e., the denominator of (10)]. Using (10), it is simple to design a controller using some of the well-known methods reported in the literature. To improve the controller performance when operating with a nonexact plant model (or unknown system delay) a low-pass filter could be used in the SP feedback [37] , [38] .
B. Model-Based Predictive Controller
The model-based predictive control is based on an optimization of the future system behavior with respect to the future values of the control actions [39] , [40] . For the MPC proposed in this paper, a discrete model of the system is used to predict the future behavior; and a set of future control actions are calculated by optimizing a cost function with constraints on the manipulated and controlled variables. An explicit solution can be obtained if the cost function is quadratic, the model is assumed linear, and there are no constraints.
In this paper, predictive control is proposed to implement the SCS in order to mitigate the stability issues produced by the delays, as shown in Fig. 6 . In particular, good design of MPC systems allows dealing with variable and uncertain delays [40] .
The cost function used in this paper is given by
it generates the control action ω s at the SCS output. The first term minimizes the tracking error between the prediction of the measured system frequency and its set-point ω n , and the second term minimizes the control action effort. λ is an weighting factor value, which in this paper has been selected to obtain similar SCS bandwidth for MPC to that achieved for the other SCS strategies studied in this paper. N 1 and N 2 are the minimum and maximum prediction horizons, respectively, and N U is the control horizon [40] . To obtain the prediction of the system frequency required for the MPC designed, as shown in Fig. 6 , the following expression is used:
where u is the control action of the MPC secondary frequency control. Equation (12) could be discretized and represented as an auto regressive integrated with exogenous variable model given by [40] 
where A(z −1 ) and B(z −1 ) are polynomials, = 1 − z −1 and ξ(t) is assumed as white noise. The term (ξ(z −1 ))/ represents unknown disturbances. Therefore, minimizing (11) with the model defined in (13), the resulting MPC control action is
P(z −1 ) and Q(z −1 ) are polynomials obtained from the analytical solution of the minimization of J. From (13) and (14), the characteristic equation of the SCS based on an MPC strategy is obtained as
V. STABILITY ANALYSIS As mentioned above, the performance of the proposed control systems is analyzed considering the dynamic performance of the SCS and the performance in the presence of uncertainties in the communication delay. In this paper, the symbol L denotes the delay, which has been assumed for SCS designing purposes; while the symbol τ d stands for the real-communication delay.
To study the stability of the system, the state equations associated to the primary and secondary control are derived in this section. For each SCS algorithm (designed with a given delay L), the maximum plant delay, τ d , for a stable system is calculated.
The state equations for the primary control loops have already been discussed in [30] and [32] . For completeness, a brief analysis is presented in the next sections.
A. Primary Control System
The modeling is obtained from the MG topology of Fig. 2 (16) i oi e −jθ ei = i oid + ji oiq (17) i oi = i oid + ji oiq e jθ ei (18) where θ ei is obtained using (7) . In this paper, the state equations of the MG are obtained using d-q coordinates. The state equation of the voltage/current control systems depicted in Fig. 3 are not included in this section, because they are considered well known. Moreover, only the equations of DGR i and those describing the transmission line dynamics are presented below. The state equations corresponding to inverter j are similar. However, to transform from α-β to d-q and vice versa, the angle θ ej instead of θ ei has to be used.
1) Dynamic Related With Inverter "i":
The state equations describing the dynamic of the inverter output current, filter capacitor voltage and load current are [32] 
2) Transmission Line Dynamics: The dynamic of the current i oi − i ci are described by the following state equations:
3) State Equations for Droop Control: Before obtaining these state equations, linearization of (5) is required, that is
The state equations are obtained from (2), (6), and (7) as
B. Secondary Control With SP Strategy
Using Fig. 5 , it can be shown that the dynamic behavior of the SP-based SCS is given by the following expressions:
Using (31)- (33), the secondary controller is described by
Considering 
Matrixes A F SP and B FP SP are presented in Appendix A. Therefore, the state space model of the MG of Fig. 2 , considering the SCS shown in Fig. 5 , is given by
with
C. Secondary Control With MPC Strategy
For the MPC, the closed loop transfer function is obtained replacing (15) in (14) A
Equation (38) is transformed to the continuous domain and the state space model is derived aṡ 
where X 1 and X 2 have been defined above. The vector X S MPC is defined as
D. Eigenvalue Analysis
To study the stability of the system, the state space models for the primary and secondary control with SP and MPC strategies are considered. Specifically the eigenvalues of the matrices A SP and A MPC are determined (see Appendix A). Then, participation factor analysis is used to associate each eigenvalue to its most relevant system state. Analytically, the participation factor F Pij , which relates the eigenvalue j with the state i, is given by
with φ j the right eigenvector associated to the eigenvalue j and ψ j the left eigenvector associated to the eigenvalue j. The controllers to be studied in this paper are tuned for an MG with the parameters presented in Appendix B. The resulting controller parameters are presented in Appendix C. In Table I , the natural frequency ω; the bandwidth BW; the damping factor ξ ; and t s the settling time are presented. These values have been obtained using participation factor analysis. The design have been realized considering a delay L = 0.1 [s] . Notice that the secondary controllers have been designed with similar bandwidth, in order to allow a comparison on similar basis.
The robustness of each secondary control method is studied using small signal analysis. The controllers are designed for L = 0.1[s] and for each SCS strategy the maximum delay τ dmax which allows a stable system is calculated. These values are depicted in Table I (see τ dmax ). Notice that the MPC is more robust allowing a maximum communication delay of τ dmax = 1.11 [s] .
In Figs. 7 and 8, the system eigenvalues are shown, for the SCSs based on SP and MPC. The variation on the eigenvalue positions respect to the variation on the communication delay is plotted. The arrows indicates increasing values of τ d . For both control methodologies, it is observed that the poles near the origin are the ones associated to the SCSs. Therefore, these are the poles producing unstable behavior, when the communication delay is increased beyond τ dmax .
VI. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
Beside of the stability analysis, simulation work has been used to study the dynamic performance of the MG depicted in Fig. 2 , considering the SCSs proposed in this paper. A more detailed view of the MG used in the simulation work is Fig. 9 . The parameters used in the simulation work are shown in Table II .
Again the SCSs are designed for a given value of L, and tested for several communication delays τ d .
A. Performance of the Primary Control System
The results presented in these sections are obtained for a designed delay L = 0.1 [s] . The SCS are tested considering a plant delay of τ d = 0.1 [s] . Fig. 10 shows the primary control results for active power and voltage using PI, SP, and MPC strategies in the SCS. Fig. 10(a) shows a load step connection achieving 85% of the maximum load capacity of the system and Fig. 10(b) corresponds to a load disconnection from 85% to 50% of the maximum capacity. More information about these power steps is presented in Table V .
From Fig. 10 , it is concluded that there is virtually no difference in the performance of the primary control system when different secondary control methods are used. This validated the design strategy because the control loops have been designed for decoupled operation and this is achieved by all the SCS strategies studied. Fig. 10 shows that both inverters generate the same active power even though the loads connected in parallel to each of them are different. This is due Again, the performance of the primary control system is good and the time response obtained from these tests are very similar to those depicted before. Therefore, it is concluded that unless the real part of the eigenvalues are very close to the right half-plane, the performance of the primary control system is adequate and fully decoupled from the SCS performance.
B. Performance of the Secondary Frequency Control With Uncertainties in the Communication Delays
The parameters of the designed secondary frequency controllers are presented in Appendix C (see Table VII) The results obtained for the SCS implemented with PI, SP, and MPC strategies are depicted in Tables III and IV . In these tables, MOV is the percentage of overshoot; t s is the settling time; and J T is an error index given by
where λ is the parameter used in the predictive control; and J f and J U are terms associated to the regulation and control of the system, ω, ω s , and ω n are the system frequency, the SCS output, and the nominal frequency respectively; T sim is the simulation time; and N is the time period.
From Table III , is concluded that for a designed delay L = 0.1 [s] and an increasing plant delay τ d , the overshooting, the settling time, and J T increase for all the controllers. For the case of the MPC, the change in J T is smaller, allowing the system to maintain stable eigenvalues for a wider τ d range.
Moreover, from the results shown in Table III it is concluded that the PI strategy cannot be used (because of stability issues) for a delay τ d = 0.7[s], while the SP cannot be used when the delay is τ d = 0.9 [s] . These values are comparable to those obtained using small signal stability analysis, which are discussed in Section V-D (see τ dmax in Table I ).
It was expected to obtain the lower J T with the MPC-based SCS, because this controller is usually designed to minimize this index, nevertheless, SP has lower values of J T for a nominal τ d . This is due to the fact that the predictive control system presented in this paper has been designed to obtain the same bandwidth of the other SCS strategies; i.e., it has not been designed to minimize J T as it is typical for this controller family. Nevertheless, as the delay τ d increases, the J T obtained with MPC becomes considerably lower than that obtained using the other control strategies. used for designing purposes) the PI control strategy achieves the lowest settling times for all the cases followed by the SP and the MPC. Fig. 11(e) ]. From Fig. 11(a) and (b) , it is concluded that the robustness of the MPC strategy is higher than that of the other SCSs. As shown in Fig. 11(b) , there are almost no oscillations for the MPC-based SCS, for a delay τ d = 0.6[s], while the other control strategies have a noticeable oscillating behavior.
Finally, comparing Fig. 11(a) and (c), it is concluded that the dynamic performance is very similar for the cases of a step load connection [see Fig. 11(a) ] and step load disconnection [see Fig. 11(c) ].
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper robust control methodologies for the secondary control of MGs have been presented. Two new SCS strategies based on SPs and MPCs have been analyzed and tested using small signal analysis and simulation work. These control strategies have been designed to operate in MGs with variable and unknown communication delays with robust performance.
For the PI, SP, and MPC strategies, the maximum delay achievable without obtaining unstable eigenvalues has been calculated in several operating points. From the stability analysis is concluded that the most robust performance is obtained using SCSs based on MPCs.
A minor disadvantage of the MPC strategy is that the dynamic performance of this control method is slightly slower when compared to the PI and SP-based SCSs when the design delay L is close to τ d . However, the MPC-based SCS is considerably more robust in terms of maximum delay allowed.
Due to the robustness of the controller, it is concluded that MPC-based SCS are the recommended control family to operate in systems where the communication delay is unknown with large variation values.
APPENDIX A SP SECONDARY CONTROL MATRICES
The matrices associated to the SP control as mentioned in Section IV-B are the following: .
